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About This Game

MegaGlest is a classic 3d real time strategy (RTS) game, where you control the armies of one of seven different
factions: Tech, Magic, Egypt, Indians, Norsemen, Persian or Romans.

Gameplay:
It seems to start slow, but this impression changes very quickly when the first fights start. You have to manage all things at once!

While you fight you have to control your workers to build up your city, send scouts to new places and give orders to newly
produced units. This way, game play is a mix of fight micromanagement, strategy and general unit management. In some more
advanced games you typically have to control more than 100 units and in big games this can go up to more than 300 for each

player. This game is meant to be played as an RTS game and has no special focus on storylines.

Game Content:
The game itself already has a lot of content and you can play hundreds of hours.

More than 80 maps, 19 environment tilesets and 7 different factions with unique gameplay wait for you and if this is not enough
you can download more for free in the included mod manager.

If this is still not enough content for you, make your own! Making new content for MegaGlest is very easy and especially
creating maps is very simple with the included map editor.

Computer players:
MegaGlest has a very strong and aggressive AI with random behaviour! Its strength can be controlled in many steps which

allows you to setup every game as a challenge! So when you setup games, especially as a beginner, be careful and start small or
you can quickly get overrun. With patience and training, you will gain a much better understanding of game mechanics and be
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able to stand the strongest computer players - for a while.

Cross platform multiplayer
From our experience the biggest fun is to play co-op multi-player games, human vs. computer controlled players. The AI can be

made so strong that even very advanced players always have a fun challenge! But you can also play human vs. human or
whatever you want with up to 8 players.

Warning: You need a stable internet connection to play this game online, as it does not allow you to rejoin a game at the current
state of development.

Please consider to buy this game on Steam or to donate so we can continue to pay game servers and hosting!
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Title: MegaGlest
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
SoftCoder
Publisher:
Mega Glest Team
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel core i3 3217U, AMD Athlon X4

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 250, Intel 5200, Radeon HD 4850

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Polish
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Touch Down Football Solitaire is a very enjoyable solitaire game and I do love a good solitaire game. Good mini games that
doesn't mess up the flow of the game til you get to the final few matches. Highly recommend this game and can't wait for the
Soccer version to come out. Two thumbs way up.. Interesting game, graphics remind me of pixel piracy for some reason, I feel
that the way the controls are setup really reduces the enjoyability of the game even despite a tutorial explaining, they're just
awkward controls. Could have been done a lot better and then maybe the game can actually be played instead of fighting with
my keyboard trying to make my character do what I want it to do.. That's really the only problem is the controls , if that was
fixed (which I doubt it will be since the game basically revolves around this bizarre hotkey setup at it's core) then it would be a
very fun little survival rpg.

Also wow really.. the system to control your villagers is SO broken, if the controls were not already so confusing I would
probably be able to tell if the villager\/worker system is really broken or if I'm just not using it right.. Seems broken to me..
Right now the software requires a lot of work. The developer seems to be continuing to develop it however in it's current state
it's barely usable and as such I cannot recommend it. That said it shows a lot of promise.

Specifically

1. It needs support for sub titles.

2. At the present TV shows libraries do not group episodes together. Voice search and on deck are work arounds to be able to
get to what you want but require you to know exactly what you want.

I look forward to using Plexvr when these issues get addressed.. Good job Penny! I also learned how to program games in
QBASIC when I was about your age some 25 years ago, and I now work in software development as a grown-up, so if you like
doing it, I think you should stick with it and learn everything you can about programming. Looking forward to seeing what you
come up with next!. Great strategy game that's got a simple design and excellent performance. I'm diggin' it.. a kick in the nuts
to all those soulless triple-a games

this is much more than it looks like in the first couple of minutes and it is best to go into the game without any knowledge of
what to expect

get it and have fun
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Absolutely stunning graphics, I'm not sure it can get any better than this. I could spend hours in here. I can't figure out how to
get the stats out of the center of the environment which takes away from the experience but I'll sort it out I suspect. This will be
part of my Intro to VR package for newcomers. Stellar!. I actually bought this game twice. I Greenlit it on Steam and then found
a copy online. Knowing that not all games I vote for ever get approved, I purchased it direct from the publisher. As I always buy
games I vote for, I bought it when it came available on Steam. It takes some getting used to, and it is sometimes hard to find the
info you need. I'd like to see a mini-map so I don't have to swap between the map and the screen. I'd also reccomend that you
deploy your troops left to right (or visa versa) so that as you cycle through your units, you're not jumping all over the map.
Battles can take awhile and depending on how many airships you have, a "turn" could take quite awhile.

Also reccomend you save after every successful battle in case you accidently quit without saving (only did it twice, was in a big
hurry so it was my own fault). Additionally, keep a decent cash reserve, Tempting as it is to upgrade tech every turn, you need
money when the AI does its turns. Say 1000 to 1500 per AI you border. More, I imagine later in the game when they have more
airships. Remember that fielding troops and arming them take cash. Offensive troop numbers are determined by the size of the
attacking airship (5-10-15), defending numbers are determined by the type of terrain.
AND how much money you have to spend!

Combat is sequential, but the non-moving side can do opportunuty fire if it has reserved action points from it's
previous turn. APs are used for moving, attacks and reloading. Units have weight restrictions on how much they can carry.
Reloading has to be done manually, so while you may fire at a target of opportunity if you have enough APs remaining, you
cannot do a "reload of opportunity", so to speak. A word of caution: attacks of opportunity with
explosive weapons can be hazardous to your health. If you are too close to a wall, rock, tree, or even a slight rise,
your weapon could impact that, killing yourself.

Visibility ranges from 50 to 300 . The attacking trooper has to be able to see the target himself in order to fire
at it. And has to be within his weapon's range. There's a helpful counter that tells you how many enemies your
active trooper can see. Click on it and a range will appear to the right. Click on the range and you will turn to
face that target. You need to keep an eye on that counter while you are moving. You also get reports during
the AI's movement phase if something enters your viewing range, so don't use the AI's turn as an opportunity to refresh your
beverage or make room for more, you might miss something important.

That's the mechanics. I have only played the P. campaign where you chose one nation (for ease of recognition, they resemble
UK, USA, France, Zulu, Far East and Germanic) and fight the rest. Each side has distinctive uniforms. All sides have the same
initial equipment (rifle, pistol, grenade, first aid kit). Every turn, cash allowing, you may research an item for specific class
troopers. There are 4 ot 5 developments per class. Classes are Sapper, Reccon, Gunny, Grenadier, Marksman and Fusiler. All
sides have access to the same developments. It gets progressively more expensive as you progress up the tech tree. For example,
at Medium difficulty the first tier weapon research costs 1000, the second
tier in the same class cost 3000. The AI does its own research. In my current game, the Chinese AI developed grenade launchers
before I did (Grenadier tier 1). It was NOT a pleasant surprise.

. Cuphead is absolutely awesome.
It's one of the most challenging games I've played over the last years. Yes, the levels are hard, but fair and achievable.
For me personally, the graphics are the best part of the game - this vintage style gives me the feeling, that the game developer
drew every frame by hand - of course he didn't, but it reminds me of the old cartoons in my childhood :). Defend your life -
Your everyday tower defense game.

First of all, I would like to say that I am recommending this game mostly for the casual gamers or for younger players. If you are
a gamer that only goes for AAA games, this is not for you (though I guess that goes without saying).

So, in general, here are the pro's:
+ quick \/ easy \/ fun to play (mildly adictive)
+ nice gradual difficulty progression
+ very fluid
+ excelent for a first tower defense or for younger audiances
+ you can beat the hell out of Cancer
+ Easy to get the full set of achievements
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+ Good value for money.

The cons:
- Doesnt seem to fit the screen. I keep on getting the impression that I dont see what is going on the edges of the map
- Game tends to become very slow during the final waves of the last level.
- While playin in window mode, you will have to minimize windows bar
- Sometimes the UI blocks you from seeing enemies or selecting them
- ...cant recall of anything else that could be bad about it.

I started playing Defend your life while I was spending Christmas holidays with the family, as a gap filler in the slower hours,
and I couldnt be more pleased.

It is a very simple and very basic tower defense game, based on defending your body against all sorts of virus and problems -
which will be your enemies.

In the begining, the game seems to have a childish look to it, and more adult people will probably relate it to the 80's cartoons
"Once upon a time... life". The first couple of levels seem to be extremely easy and you feel that the game will get boring very
soon. However, the difficulty level escalates in an interesting progression, and most levels seem to introduce something new. It
gives you some time to learn in depth about all the enemies and defenses that you have available without "setting out the wolves"
on you from a moment to another.

Also, you cannot just jump to the hardest difficulties, as you will have to play "easy" to unblock "medium" and them "medium"
to unblock "hard". This has some sense to it, has you will need to get money to evolve your bodies defenses, in order to make it
into the harder difficulties. Otherwise, it would just be impossible.

You will also have the opportunity to play with heros that will help you defend your body. These characters are upgradable in
power, speed and health, and they will be fundamental for you to beat the game in the later stages.

For the achievement hunters, it is also a great game to have. You can actually tick most of the achievements on your regular
game play. No need to go into laborious tasks that in the end are boring and sound like a lot of work.

All in all, it is a quick \/ easy to play game, that brings you a great value for money. I would recommend it!!!

(Another negative - in window mode, it is so easy to forget to close the game and leave the room. I think I got 52h of gameplay
in a week and that got me into trouble with my partner, has she thought that I spent the whole week playing games!!!). This is
quite fun so far. I'm only on the 4th level but just wanted
to say it's pretty good for 67 pence :)

A bit like the original Guantlet and Hammerwatch.

With some more work given to the game it could be a really nice casual game. If you like this type of time managment game
then this one is failry good.

Pros:
Long - almost 50 levels.
Lots of different objects manage.
Multiple environments.

Cons:
Finsihing levels is no challenge at all.
If you are experienced at this type of game then getting gold time is far too easy on almost all levels.
The story is generic rubush and sterotypical.

Overall 7.5\/10. I play it every few years... A time travel machine to my youth and one of the best RPGs ever made along Gothic
1. Horrific controls. If my head and body have turned completely around, it should just follow. Just awful. PLEASE
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DEVELOPERS study how Stand Out Battle Royale handles movement. Until you fix this, I am refunding. Will buy again.
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